Unaffiliated boaters' response to Summary of Proposals

1 More frequent BW bankside presence

There is more than enough surveillance of boats without home moorings by BW – the data checkers record our boat locations every week. We do not support a move to an even greater level of surveillance of our homes and our lives. Such a high level of surveillance would be a breach of our rights to privacy under Article 8 of the European Convention on Human Rights. Checking Visitor moorings should be quite frequent but 14-day moorings are already checked enough. We are concerned that boat locations were recorded by the data checker on 8 February even though the canal was frozen and there was no possibility of boats moving to a different place. In addition, we are concerned that a responsible employer should not be sending staff out on bicycles in icy conditions when the wind chill factor is -10 degrees. 

1 B

Not all licence terms and conditions are lawful and therefore not all are enforceable. Only those with enforcement powers in the legislation are enforceable. 

It is up to BW to enquire into the reasonableness of a longer stay, not for BW to tell boaters that they have overstayed. Boaters should be advised that it is a matter of courtesy to inform BW, not a legal requirement.

1 C

See our response to 2

1H

It is not lawful to specify the circumstances in which a longer stay is or is not reasonable. Section 17 3 c ii of the 1995 British Waterways Act does not specify any circumstances, only that the longer stay should be reasonable. There is no such thing as a full list of circumstances under which Cruising Waiver notices should be issued; the provision in the Act is discretionary which means it should be applied on a case-by-case basis.

2 Clearly designate and communicate “places”

This is unlawful as it is beyond the scope of section 17 3 c ii because “place” is not defined in the Act. In addition, any list of places that excludes identifiable places that exist consequently puts boaters at risk of having their boat licence terminated and so losing their homes; this would be arbitrary, unreasonable and unjust as well as being unlawful. We do not support any rigid definition of “places”.

3 Change style of communication/interaction from enforcement to supportive/informative (only reverting to enforcement as a last resort)

The aim of this is stated as being “so that the [boating community] can better understand the movement requirements”. This is highly misleading as some of the movement requirements stated by BW are beyond what is required by Section 17 3 c ii of the 1995 British Waterways Act. Communication will never be either supportive or informative if it involves misleading boaters about what boat movement is required of them and what BW's legal powers are. Misleading boaters in this way can only worsen the relationship between BW and its customers. We understand the requirement – we have to travel to a different place after 14 days unless it is reasonable to stay longer. It is BW that lacks an understanding of the 1995 Act.

3 C

See our response to 1H

4 Implement a process to issue displayable 'Cruising Waiver Notices'

See our response to 3C and 1H. It is not up to BW to give permission for a longer stay, it is up to the boater to justify the reasonableness of a longer stay. We support the idea of the boater generating their own pre-formatted cruising waiver notice. There is no need to inform BW that they have done so; in any case, once the notice is visible on the boat the situation is self-evident.

5. Consistently and fairly levy 'overstay' charges...

Overstay charges were neither proposed in any meaningful detail nor agreed by the Local Mooring Strategy Steering Group. In fact on 28 January 2011 Damian Kemp told the Steering Group that overstay charges would not be levied on 14-day moorings. In any case BW does not have the power to either enforce mooring time limits of less than 14 days or to levy charges for overstaying, regardless of whether they are referred to as charges, penalty fees or fines. There is nothing in the legislation that permits BW to levy such charges and this is proven by the fact that BW is still seeking powers to enforce mooring time limits in articles 51 and 52 of its proposed draft byelaws dated February 2010.

It is unlawful for BW to withhold the renewal of a boat licence for the non-payment of any other debt to BW. Section 17 (3) (a to c) of the 1995 British Waterways Act specifies the reasons why BW may refuse to license a boat and the non-payment of a debt is not one of these reasons.

6. Mitigate impacts during a transitional strategy implementation phase...

This implies that the Local Mooring Strategy proposals will have an adverse impact on boat dwellers such as homelessness following enforcement action by BW; forcing us to give up our homes for fear of enforcement action or forcing us to choose between keeping their homes and other essentials that we can normally expect in a civilised society such as having a job or sending our children to school. We do not and cannot support any action by BW that has the potential for any of these adverse impacts on us. In addition we see any strategy which is aimed at reducing the numbers of boat dwellers without home moorings in any area as arbitrary, unjust and unfair. This also begs the question of what will happen to the boat dwellers who are still living on the K&A after 2 years. Will BW forcibly evict them?

The law allows us to live on our boats within a relatively small area. A roving mooring permit or anything similar that expects us to purchase a permit to do what the law already allows us to do would not be lawful and would in effect amount to BW demanding money with menaces.

Enabling us to “remain in the area while searching for a residential mooring” is a nonsense because the law does not prohibit us from remaining in an area. “Searching for a residential mooring” is in itself a fantasy because of the absence of residential moorings on the K&A and the excess of demand over supply nationally.

General

We would support the introduction of a voluntary code of conduct incorporating some of these measures that boaters can sign up to.
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